Spanish has made one of the major contributions to English vocabulary. Its influence began to be felt in the sixteenth century, at a time when Spain was a world power in conflict with the English Crown, and it gained new momentum when Spain set foot in America. For historical reasons, most of the Spanish loanwords in English are specific to American English, constituting one of its most distinctive features when compared with British English. The OED2 (1989) includes over 1,000 words and phrases with a Spanish source, of which nearly 40% are
still in current usage, and Webster's Third (1961) over 2,000. A standard, although obsolete and incomplete dictionary, collects Spanish terms in American English (Bentley 1932) . More updated recordings can be found in Rodríguez González (1996) , the most comprehensive work on the subject.
When considering Spanish borrowings, one may include words that have Spanish as the immediate etymon, although the ultimate source might be in another language. Tomato and tamale, for example, are widely viewed as Spanish, although further etymological investigation points to a pre-Hispanic origin, Nahuatl or the language of the Aztecs (tomatl and tamalli). Other terms have undergone the influence of Spanish and other languages, such as Portuguese (comandante) and Italian (gusto). One may also take into account expressions like al macho, which have a Spanish air, although they are nonexistent in the Spanish language.
On the other hand, there are words that are not regarded, strictly speaking, as Spanish loans, because English borrowed them directly through some other language. Thus, veranda is an Indic borrowing, although it is ultimately derived from Spanish or Portuguese baranda, varanda.
Closely related to the issue of borrowing is calquing. Examples of expressions modeled on Spanish are scarce but worth noting: fifth column
the moment of truth (< el momento de la verdad), disappeared ones (< desaparecidos), and refried beans (< frijoles refritos).
There are also a few native phrases that, although not properly loanwords, have been coined on the basis of phonetic similarity and rhyme with some Spanish terms. This is part of a phenomenon known as "mock Spanish," under which one may class items such as hasty banana 'hasta mañana' and hasty lumbago 'hasta luego'.
The morphological and semantic nature of borrowings has varied according to the period in which they were incorporated. Early on, many of the Spanish words were transmitted orally from one generation to another and underwent a phonetic erosion which increased with time to such an extent that today the majority of them are unrecognizable as Hispanicisms (e.g., lariat < la reata, barbecue < barbacoa). Nowadays, by contrasts, there seems to be a tendency to preserve the original morphological features of a term with hardly any alteration. This probably has to do with the development and widespread diffusion of the written mass media and the greater familiarity with and acceptance of the Spanish language by the Englishspeaking peoples.
At an early stage, the concepts subject to borrowing were chiefly connected with topography (canyon), fauna (mosquito), and flora (maize), as well as with economic activities such as livestock rearing, agriculture, and mining (rodeo, vaquero) . This was due to the close relation between the land and its people, who were of Spanish origin. Today, however, the items that stand out belong to the shifting world of politics (balsero, caudillo, Sandinista), which daily attracts more and more attention because of the importance of relations between the United States and Latin America. This holds true as far as the written media are concerned, but on the oral and conversational level an important group of innovations consists of words pertaining to the underworld and to slang and unconventional language. Most are closely linked with narcotics trafficking as well as other illegal activities, such as prostitution and smuggling (e.g., caballo and gato 'heroin', perdida 'whore'). Using the degree of formality as a scale, we could place the traditional and more characteristic lexicon of borrowings, which in the eyes of foreigners comprise the stereotype of typical Spanish (words such as siesta, fiesta, flamenco, and señorita), between these two poles.
A great number of Hispanic terms borrowed into English have a Latin American stamp, and some are unknown or have a different meaning in European Spanish. Thus, tortilla, which for the British in Spain means 'an omelette', throughout America is taken to mean 'a cornmeal pancake'.
Some loanwords undergo semantic changes or develop additional meanings which are not traced in the source language. Thus, guerrilla (< Sp guerrilla 'a type of fight') shifted to 'a type of fighter' (cf. Sp guerrillero); and coyote 'a prairie wolf' came to designate 'a contemptible person' and 'someone who smuggles immigrants into the United States'.
Spanish loanwords may also be subject to functional shift, sometimes involving remarkable grammatical transformations when adapted to the English verbal system. Thus, the Spanish first-person imperative vamos 'let's go' spawned the infinitive vamose, vamoose 'disappear'. More predictable are to corral (< corral), to lasso (lasso < Sp lazo).
Most Spanish loans have a referential function, as there is no alternative word in English which can replace them without altering the meaning (e.g., cacique, mesa). A significant number of them also could be classed as synonymic loans, as they are used to convey an expressive effect, its connotation often being pejorative (cojones, politico, siesta, and turista 'diarrhea').
Spanish has also left an imprint on English derivational morphology. The suffixes or combining forms that betray a Spanish origin include the old -teria (washeteria), -aroo (wackaroo), and -eroo (swingeroo) and the recentesta (jubilesta), el -o (el cheapo, el ropo), and -ista (Clintonista).
